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STUDENTS—COMPLETE
yOUR REGISTRATION

Vol. 41

PACIFIC

WEEKLY

College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

RELIGIOUS WEEK STARTS
SUNDAY, MORRIS CHAPEL

January 10, 1947—No. 13

New Head Coach Appointed
Religious Emphasis Week to be
Opened by Religious Speaker

"Pirn" To Star
Tomajan, Devoe
And Dow on 17th

Larry Siemering
Gets Coach Post

Events in College of Pacific's traditional and inspiring Religious
Third Pacific Little Theatre
Emphasis Week begin Sunday mornng in the Morris Chapel with production of the season, and the
Dr. Day, eminent speaker and student leader, delivering the regular first of the New Year, went into
sermon.
reheasals immediately after the
Christmas holidays when Direc
NOTED LEADER
tor DeMarcus Brown called to
Dr. Day, who rates two paragraphs in Who's Who and who is
gether his cast for A. A. Milne's
especially well-known in California as former pastor of the First
Larry Siemering's appointment as head football coach at the
"Mr. Pirn Passes By." The play
Methodist Church in Pasadena and present publisher of "New
will be presented for the first College—an announcement expected for some time—became official
Life," the official magazine of the New Life Movement of the Meth
time at 8:30 p. m. on Friday, Jan- this week through President Burns. No assistants have been
odist Church, will be present all week to lead collegians in the
uray 17, with three follow-up per named yet.
variety of programs scheduled.
formances on January 18, 24,
• Coach Siemering has been asA banquet dinner with Dr.*
and 25.
sistant t0 Coach stagg since 1942
Day as guest of honor will be
Cast in top roles are George
TALKS SUNDAY Tomajan,
During his stay, Larry has de
given Monday night in the SCA
Marilyn Dow, and Jack
voted most of his time to turning
DeVoe, with featured support
and feaure a short talk by Dr.
out solid forward walls. Pacific's
from
Lynette
Christiansen,
David
Day besides a contralto by ThelWonder Team of '43 had his
Farley (as Mr. Pirn), Charlotte
ma Berg. Chancellor Knoles will
Verdi, and Gail Monroe.
coaching services.
introduce the speaker.
Following his graduation from
OPENING DAY
THEME ASSEMBLIES
Lodi High in '29 Larry enrolled
This opening play of 1947 is a
at the University of San Fran
Tickets to the dinner are com
whimsical comedy of what hap
cisco where he played from 1932
pens in a very conventional Eng
plimentary.
through '35. While at U. S. F.,
lish home when appealing little
Following the theme "New
Pacific Coast sports writers
Mr. Pirn who has so much trouble
Life For a New Age" the real
picekd him as All Coast Center
with
names,
drops
in
one
day
on
meetings of the week get under
for three consecutive years. A
a
small
matter
of
business.
way on Tuesday morning in a
recent announcement from the
The business is soon forgotten
general assembly in the conserva
University names Siemering as
when
Mr.
Pirn
announces
that
tory which will feature several
their all Time Center.
the
former
husband
of
the
lady
of
types of music including the Col
the house, thought to be deceased,
From U. S. F., Larry turned
lege of Pacific pep band, movie
is alive. Since the lady is married
Pro with the Washington Red
shorts, and a short poignant talk
now, she is a bigamist. Her pres
skins playing in '35 and '36.
by Dr. Day.
ent husband, always a trifle pomp
Manteca High during '37-'38-'39
These general assemblies will
ous and tyrannical, is upset no
and
'40 received the services of
continue in the same vein and at
end.
Larry
along with three league
In
above
photo
is
Dr.
Day,
re
Coach Larry Siemering was ele
the same time on Wednesday and
championships
and a final 20ligious
educator
and
student
PASSES
AGAIN
vated
to
COP's
chief
coaching
Thursday mornings. The titles of
game
win
streak.
leader
from
Southern
California,
Then
Mr.
Pirn
passes
by
again;
spot last week through action by
the three Dr. Day speeches will
In '41 Larry coached the J. C.
be "Wake Up and Live," "On the who will keynote Religious Em this time he confesses that he President Robert Burns.
confused two names and it is
Cubs to a second place standing
Beam" and "You Were Meant phasis Week here.
safe to assume that the lady's
in the league. In '42 he became
For Me—Or Were You?"
first husband is dead, as they Pi Kappa Delta
assistant to Coach Stagg where
Attention
EVENING SCHEDULE
originally believed.
he remained until now.
To Sponsor Speech
Without telling her husband,
Vesper Services—frankly in
Stockton Hi claimed half of
Journalists
the lady uses this knowledge as Contest Here
spirational program with fine
Larry in '43. A schedule was ar
a weapon not only to get what
Pi Kappa Delta, the national ranged so that he could coach
music and in the Morris Chapel
Anyone interested in the po she wants in the house, but to debate fraternity on campus, will both the Tarzans and the Tigers.
—begin Tuesday night at 7:15
sition of Editor or Business force her husband to permit his sponsor extemporaneous speech Pacific came up with its Wonder
and continue both Wednesday and
Thursday nights at the same Manager of the "Pacific Week niece to marry the young artist contests on Monday and Wednes Team and Stockton High won ten
ly" please submit an applica who loves her.
time.
day nights of next week. Mr. J. straight games and the champion
tion addressed to the Publica
Fannuchi and Mr. C. Guss, speech ship.
All the chapel programs will tions Chairman at the Infor TICKETS TODAY
Set in Buchinghamshire, Eng professors in charge of the con
Coach Siemering intends on
have continuity, covering the as mation Office by 8:00 A. M.
test, have announced that three having early April practice last
pects of "Prayer in the Scienti Monday, January 14. Please land, in the 19th Century, "Mr.
Pim Passes By" has been called speakers have been chosen from ing about five or six weeks. Larry
fic Age." But each evening's ad state qualifications.
each Speech I-A class.
(Continued on page 8)
will use the T with his own vari
dress will be complete in itself
These speakers have been ations. ,f
s° that those unable to attend
picked by the students of their
all services will find either one or
class, and each of the thirty-nine
two of them equally stimulating.
will participate in two or more
NARANJADO
A brochure for the week is berounds.
ir>g published and will be availAnnouncement has been
The first round of preliminar
made by June Ann Hoffman,
able begining Sunday.
ies will be at 7:15, Monday, Jan
show.
editor of the Naranjado, Col
By 'TRY" Meyer
uary 13. The second round will
CHAPEL AGENDA
Among
the
previews
of
out
lege of the Pacific yearbook,
Students living on campus
Regulap chapel programs will were treated to an hour of good standing programs that aided In follow at about 8:30. The six top that due to the rise in print
^ used in the vesper services radio last Monday.
drowning out KPO were the Pa speakers will be chosen from the ing and engraving costs, the
second round to enter the final
giving detailed agenda for each
price of the Naranjado will be
Station KAEO—a completely cific Sports Page of the Air in contest held at 7:15, Wednesday
tight.
five dollars next semester.
student-operated radio station— which Frank Jeans and Daren in the S. C. A.
McGavren released the latest pre
Last possible day to order a
Committee heads responsible came into being at this time.
Speeches are to be regulated yearbook this term will be Jan
ipr the organization and execuFeatures of KAEO's "Pacific dictions in the sporting world; a
uary 17—at the existing price
'i°n of R-E Week were Dr. Col Premiere" included a glimpse at disc jockeying sequence concern from between 5 and 7 minutes in
of $3.50. Only incoming stud
der, head of the Religious outstanding programs through ing the trials etc. of Ed McClarty; length and may be given on any
ents will be allowed to pur
^°rks Committee and Jim Ethe- out the radio week, greetings and an original Art Farey drama subject. A room schedule for the
chase Naranjados at registra
^'dge, head of the Living Groups from Pacific's President Robert "On Time" starring Marilyn Dow events of the contest is posted
outside of the speech office in An
Committee.
tion time next term.
E. Burns, and specially arranged and David Farley.
derson Hall. Judges for the con
Since
many
of
Pacific's
stu
Yearbooks applied for at
music
by
the
studio
orchestra,
Mr. Lason of the music depart
test will be advanced speech ma
that time will determine the
ment of the College of Pacific directed by Leighton Edelman. dents live off campus and are oft- jors and graduate students.
number ordered from the
facutly chairman of events, Featured guests were Jack Webb, times tuned to a radio, we'd like
Speeches of the six final win
printers. Stop by the Bond
ack Toomay is student chair star of ABC network program to tip-you off on several out ners will be recorded and added
standing
programs
released
from
Booth
and get yours today.
"Pat
Novak
for
Hire,"
and
Dick
man. The vesper services were ar- j
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
r®nged by Dr. Lindhorst.
Breen, writer of the Novak

New Coach has Outstanding
Record at Previous Schools

New COP Coach

C.O.P. Campus Radio Presents
First Program; Novak Stars

'
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EDITORIAL
LET'S BE GOOD
The conduct of some of the students in our dining hall
becomes increasingly objectionable with every passing day.
The line breaking coupled with the unnecessarily loud
talking and other noises would, I'm sure, give any outsider
the impression that if students here are learning, it cer
tainly cannot be anything along the line of social politeness.
The pushing, wrangling, and shouting would undoubtedly
be more typical of a Market Street saloon.
The inconsiderate manner in which students delay the
progress of the lines at its only bottleneck (the food counter)
by stopping to talk with their triends or the cashier, or by
not having their meal tickets ready, could lead one to believe
that they are totally blind to social courtesy.
The complete disregard for the earnest plea on notices
posted in the dining hall requesting a greater degree of
serenity and systematization is pathetic.
Upon completion of a college course, how can gradu
ates enter into the solution of more important social prob
lems when they are utter social failures right here in school?
How can those who show such a thorough disregard for
courtesy toward their fellow students be of any assistance
in a world already beset by tremendous social disturbances?
For those who say, "It's a cold, cruel world," don't look
around you; look at yourself! A little introspection never
hurt anyone. TRY IT!!
Wes Osman constantly hungry,
and "Splinter" always popping
up where she could never be
seen. We could possibly go on
forever but . . . .

Poet's Corner

NARRNJADO
Deadline' ^

Keep yer dough, I want a Naranjado

Issue
At Hand
By CARROLL DOTY

Over the past weekend the
weather was a little cold for any
of the more accepted forms of
collegiate
weekend entertain
By "THE KIDS"
ment, so we whiled away our
time taking in a couple of movies.
1946 . . . . and as a certain 19
WE LIKED . . . . Dr. Buell
Now, this isn't to get over the
people look back to see the most "The Walrus and the Bear" Gal
impression that,we think movies
eventful things in their lives, the lagher .... the evening walks are a waste of time. Once in a
first thing they see is the YWCA- along the beach .... Dr. David while the moguls from the south
YMCA Student Conference at Asi- Bowtie" Eitzen .... the scenic ern climes come up with some
lomar Resort Grounds at Pacific trips to Monterey and Carmel . . . thing worth sitting through for
little Dr. Geo. Colliver and his two hours. Not very often, but
Grove.
powerful Christian Heritage group once in a while.
Perhaps it's most significant be
. . . and especially the new
cause there we watched 1946 fade
JUST GO AND SEE
friends we made.
The only trouble is, it's pretty
out and 1947 enter. And we all
This was Asilomar .... we hard to wade through all of the
watched together—Fred Wolfrom, Peggy Lindhorst, John Spear, loved our leaders, loved our "bull super-colossal adjectives surCharlie Huleatt, Skipper Yee, sessons", were inspired by the rouding the ballyhoo posters and
Doris Hartley, Bernice Golden, Watchnight Service", loved the find out what is really good and
Wes Osman, John Graves, George laughter and gayiety yet equally what is not. About the only sat
Basye, Sylvia "Splinter" Austin, leceptive to the solemnity and isfactory way is to just go and
Henry Daily, Vivian Hansen, A1 seriousness of the problem facing see for yourself.
So that's what we did over the
T e i c h e i r a , B r u c e C o l e m a n , us.
4
Christine Lewis, Diana Evans,
weekend.
And as 1947 goes into 1948 and
The first one was a little four
Marge Simpson, and Bill Mundt. the succeeding years follow, we
million
dollar epic put out by one
WE REMEMBER . . . the 7:30 —even if some of us never get the
(a.m.) bell for chow . . . the daily opportunity to go there again, D. Zanuck, a gentleman notori
editions of the Cypress . . . Irving shall always remember ASILO ous for putting out odorous epics
but pretty nifty leg shows, a la
"The Valley of Dry Bones" Gole- MAR.
Grable, Landis, Blaine, Haver,
man and Wilder Bently—two of
Stewart, etc. This one was called
our own proofs—in a stirring
"The Razor's Edge," authored
panel discussion on race relations
by
W. Somerset Maugham.
—the fireside sings led by Walt
All students who are grad NO TRUCK WITH MR M.
Raitt of Pasadena J. C
uating from the Stockton Jun
In the first place we usually
. . . . And—also the upside down
ior College in February and
have no truck with Mr. Maug
Pacific banner—later to be miss
who wish their Associate of
ham's writings, so maybe we
ing .... the singing commercial
Arts degree MUST file their went into the cinema palace with
with Skipper "Carouso" Yee and
application in the Registrar's the wrong attitude. Other people
Bernice "If I could only sing like
office before January 14 in or that have seen the picture have
Cass Daley" Golden, the delivery
der to get their degree.
nothing but praise for it. Not us,
BOY??? Vivian Hansen-frup be
though. We must be a non-con
fore the crack of dawn deliver
formist.
At a Iiollywod party, a certain
ing hot-off-the-press editions of
It was good in spots, we thot.
the Cypress . . . . A1 Teicheira movie actess was embarrassing
asleep at the mimeographing ma ly rude to one of the other guests. But the spots too few and far
chine .... Fred Wolfrom danc "You must forgive my compan between. And the rest of it was
ing until 5:30 (a. m., that is) at ion's behavior," apologized the so bad we find it hard to even
the New Year's dance, Johnny woman's escort. "She's being her remember the good spots. Tyrone
Power hardly makes a convinc
Graves doodling at the piano, self tonight."
ing young impressionable lad;
Gene Tierney is kinda cute when
she keeps her mouth closed, but
she didn't even do that; John
Payne might just as well have
stayed in bed, for all he had to
Sally
Logan,
Business
Manager
Nancy Deming, Editor-in-Chief
Dr. A. E. Woodall, Faculty Advisor
Dean Simpson, Chair. Of Publications
do; and Herbert Marshall seemed
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Asso more interested in keeping his ac
ciation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stock cent letter perfect than trying
ton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
to act what little part he had.
..Associate Editor
Bruce Coleman
f.
~
Carroll Doty
Assistant THE GOOD SIDE
Marilyn Nelson
—News Editor
On the good side of the ledger
Johnny Tucker
—
Sports Editor
Buf Cole
<
Feature Editor were Ann Baxter and Clifton
Helen Howard
—
Society Editor
Nancy Nichols.—
—
Fashion Editor Webb. Miss Baxter was almost
Marian Jacobs
,
Re-write Editor \ too convincing in a Sordid role,
Frank Jeans
Exchange Editor 11
°
Cartoonist not her fault, and the redoubtable
Jim Watters
Ca:
Bob Ailing
Librarian Mr. Webb was his same rascally

AS1LOMAR
BY THE SEA

NOTICE

PACIFIC® WEEKLY

Religious Program
Here is the complete "New
Life for a New Age" program
for Religious Emphasis Week
as released yesterday by the
Religious Work Committee:
Sunday, January 12th—Dr.
Day will speak in regular Sun
day morning chapel at 11 a. m.
Monday, January 13th—Dr.
Day will be guest of honor at
all-ivitation dinner in SCA at
6:00 p. m. Thelma Berg will
sing.
Tuesday, January 14th—
Popular Assembly at 10:45.
Dr. Day's theme will be,
"Wake Up and Live!" Vesper
Services at 7:15. Dr. Day's gen
eral theme will be "Prayer
in the Scientific Age." For the
first service he will speak on
"Prayer and Personal Giudance."
Wednesday, January 14th—
Popular Assembly at 10:45.
Dr. Day's theme will be "On
the Beam." Vesper Services at
7:15 with the address on
"Prayer and Personality."
Thursday, January 15th —
Popular Assembly at 10:45.
Dr. Day's theme will be "You
Were Made For Me—Or Were
You?" Vesper Services at 7:15
with the address on "Prayer
and Human Relationships."

THE NISEI
If we have forbidden thera »
place in our hearts
We have forgotten the words of
Galillee,
We have gone back to pagan
ugliness,
Leaving the way that made the
Christian free.
If you have forbidden them *
place to live
You have forgotten the difference
between
America and older tyranny,
And all that keeps our hope 0f
freedom green.
If you have forbidden them *
place to learn
You may as well forget your
flag, your song
And give your books for grubby
hands to burn . . .
Americanism will not flourish
long.
A. E. W. in the Minneapolis
Star Journal

J S E S Offices Give
Huide to Foreign Jobs
The United States Employment
Service offices are distributing a
'Guide to Foreign Employment
Opportunities" describing the
obs that are open to qualified
Americans in foreign countries.
The opportunities, the guide says,
are plentiful for professional,
skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled
workers. Twenty-one government
agencies, including the Army and
Navy, want civilian personnel for
foreign service.
Many private concerns are also
looking for foreign service per
sonnel, with openings in Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Bermuda,
Latin America, Europe, China,
Africa, and other countries. The
State Department is seeking cler
ical help in several fields for its
consulates and embassies. For
eign Economic Administration
wants, among others, auto uiechanics who can teach the trade
to the Chinese. Aviation instruc
tors are wanted in Brazil, oil
workers in Saudi Arabia, and
other jobs at the Panama Canal
and Pearl Harbor.

EDITOR LETTERS

old self, which is always good AN OPEN LETTER
TO THE EDITOR
for a chuckle.
Recently the Stockton Record
We kind of think Mr. D. Zanuck
should stick to the leg shows carried a story on the most un
They don't cost four millions, and usually quiet holidays ever
besides, a shapely pair of gams joyed at the Preston Schoo 0
are always a box office success, Industry at Iione. The story
The other movie we dropped in not tell why the Yule season w
on was Mark Hellinger's "The so peaceful, but credit she
v
Killers," about the best little have been given to seven
aV
ditty H'wood has marketed in unselfish people who S ®
0
the past year. It's more fun to their Christmas morning at
so
as
to
put
on
a
Christmas
P
tear 'em apart than to give 'em
a pat on the back, so we'll just gram for the more than ow
kiss that one off by saying that there.
«TW
The skit presented was.. n •
it's a relatively low budget pic
ture with a punch like Joe Louis1 Story of the Other Wise M '
and the entire program wa ^
right.
on by James Etheredge,
NO BIG NAMES
von Glahn, Vivian Hansen,
^
No big names dot the marquee, Catterall, and Mr. and Mrsbut Producer Hellinger, no mean Hayward.
eaCe
writer himself, has taken Ham
The orderly conduct an ^
ingway's dynamic short story that 'reigned the school ca ^
and embroidered it realistically be attributed to these peop
enough to make it a hit.
in the face of a threatene ^
Mark Hellinger is a compara break predicted some t,^entk(
tive newcomer to the land of milk gave so generously to gla
and honey. From watching "The hearts of so many. BERNICE GOI
Killers" you gather that he has
fresh and sparkling ideas. We
imagine he should leave the place
Q—How large is La
and rest on his laurels before he Field in New York?
v»
starts turning out dilly's like the
A—La Guardia FW*
one mentioned above.
area of 588 acres.
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SOCIETY
Donna Perrott Pacific Songstress
Announces Betrothal at Epsilon
A five-pound box of candy, carried by Mrs. Turner, better
known as "Clara," announced the betrothal of Donna Perrott, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Perrott of Fresno, to Burrus Weiss.
The bride-elect will graduated——
trom the College of Pacific and
ENGAGED
receive her Bachelor of Music.
She is a member of Epsilon
Lambda Sigma sorority and has
been prominent on and off cam
pus as a vocalist and violinist.
Mr. Weiss is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Burrus Weiss of Taft,
California. He was discharged
from the Marines in October,
1945; and is now a junior in
COP, where he expects to receive
his degree In music.
Wedding plans are being made
for sometime in August.

Football Players Were
Entertained on Wed.
By Epsilon Members
Epsilon Lambda Sigma gave
their traditional
Football Des
sert last Wednesday evening from
8:30 to 8:00.
Entertainment was supplied by
i trio composed of Roma Porter,
Mickey Burger, and Barbara Mills,
who sang several numbers. Patty
Lou Peters also sang a solo.
General chairman for the event
was Jean Marie Arnold. Nadine
Walsh headed the decorations
committee, Mary Flaa was in
charge of food; and the pledges
handled the clean-up. Dessert for
the evening was pie alamode and
coffee.

Members' Wives
Served Guests
At Archite Tea
Archania honored their house
mother Mrs. Jacob Reed and their
honorary housemother Miss Mar
tha Pierce with a tea last Sun
day from 3 to 5.
The receiving line was formed
hy Miss Martha Pierce, Mrs. Jacob
Reed, Law Stephens, and Ken
Sawyer.
Refreshments at the tea were
•—cake, open face sandwiches, tea,
and coffee. Mrs. Jeanette Wilson
and Mrs. Bee Merdinger, mem
bers' wives, served the refresh
ments. Hal Wheatly played piano
background music throughout the
'ea. The decorations were com
posed of winter-greens arranged
by Joe Hinman.
General chairman for the tea
*as Bill Hill. Chairman heads
'"ere: refreshments, Ken Sawyer;
c'ean-up, Joe Hinman; invitations,
R°ss Hanna.

REFRESHMENTS
on the

CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

DONNA PERROTT

New Year on Campus
Begins with Many
Dances and Activities
The New Year began with a
round of festivities for Stockton
Junior College and College of
the Pacific students over last
weekend with both formal and in
formal dances at many of the
living groups on campus.
January 3rd, found the Alpha
Theta Tau house informally dec
orated with candles and floral ar
rangements, and members danc
ing to records at their "Hot Choc
olate" dance.
Refreshments consisted of hot
chocolate which was served thruout the evening. Miss Bev Wells
was general chairman of the
dance.
Epsilon Lambda Sigma mem
bers and their guests rolled back
the rugs, and danced in stocking
feet, at their informal sport
dance, Saturday night, January
4th.
Bridge and other games were
played during the evening, and
refreshments consisted of French
bread, salami, and cokes.
Miss Mary Jo Hamrick was in
charge of the function and pa
trons were the Robert Ravens,
John Gemmas', and Mrs. Florence
Graham.
East Hall girls and their es
corts danced last Saturday eve
ning from 8 till 12 p. m., at a
formal affair themed, "Vanity
Fair."
Decorations followed the dressNorman Higgins

Vogue-Alert
Cleaners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
PHONE 7-7869
2117 PACIFIC AVE.

BIG WEEK-END
WITH FRAT.
PLEDGE DANCES

Kay Powell Weds
Christmas Day at noon was the
time when Kay Powell and Van
Sweet exchanged vows in the
First Presbyterian Church in
Stockton.
-The ceremony was an informal
double ring service, held in white
candleligth. The decorations were
holly, poinsettias and white chrys
anthemums. A few close friends
and relatives were present.

Pi Kappa Delta debate frater
nity held their annual spaghetti
The three campus fraternities.
feed last Monday evening. Every
Omega Phi Alpha, Rhizomia, and
thing went fine until thirteen ex
Archania, will be out doing each
tra guests arrived, which was
other this weekend by featuring
quite a strain on one pan of spag
variety dances.
hetti. However, the dinner was a
"Skidskobana" is the name of
success and afterwards the new
Omega Phi's dance to be held Sat
pledges were initiated by giving
urday from 9 to 12. Your guess is
assigned speeches.
as good ps ours as to what it
Newly married Kay Powell
means, but as far as w'e can fig
;Thete Tea yesterday afternoon.
ure out its a Swedish word mean
The tea was given in honor of Al
ing ski party. The dance will be
pha Thete mothers and patroness
held at the Pythian Castle; and
es.
the decorations, if you haven't
Have you noticed the quaint at
guessed already, will be symbol
tire of some of the male students
ic of a ski lodge. There will be
on campus this week? This is
scenery representing the outside
/Hell Week for fraternity pledges,
of the lodge with snow and fir
so have pity on these poor mis
trees. Inside there will be a reg
treated creatures.
ular ski lodge room where re
Chuck Broadhurst, president of
freshments will be served. Chair
AEO, called a meeting last week
man in charge of the dance is
end to decide who and what
Harry Hammer.
would be on station KAEO and
at what time. Broadcasting hours
Friday, January 10th, Rhizom
were decided upon, from 7:15 to
ia will hold its annual pledge
8:45 in the morning and 7—10
tlance which will terminate "hell
in the evenings.
week". The theme of the dance
"Freshman Flicker" is the
j will be a night club featuring a
name of the dance tonight in the
gambling room. Music will be
SCA sponsored by the Freshman
iurnished by Howard Stallings
class. All students are invited
and his band, who will come up IHkS 4
^
from eight til 12. Admission is
from Oakland to play for the
MRS. VAN SWEET
free.
| dance. Dress will be informal.
Next Wednesday evening at 7:30
Chairman in charge of the dance
Attendants were Maureen Fos
two important social groups on
is Bob Groshang.
ter, maid of honor; and George campus will hold a joint meeting
Archania will feature a Barn Brumm, best man. The couple
and social function. Lee Brown,
Dance, also to be held in honor went to Monterey and to Pasa
president of Zeta Phi, and Kirk
of its pledges. It will be held in dena for the Rose Bowl Game on
Campbell, Vets Club prexy, will
Fishers Barn from 9 to 12 on Sat their honeymoon. Kay wore a
be in charge of the meeting.
urday, Jan. 11. A five piece Hill fited suit with peplum and silver
billy band will furnish appropri buttons, a white feathered hat
ate music. The decorations will and brown lizard accessories, and
consist of corn stalks, wagon her orchid corsage.
wheels, pumpkins, and a well
Kay is the daughter of Mr. and
filled hay loft. Cider, doughnuts, | Mrs. Carl Long of Stockton, and
Shirley Awe, a sophomore at
pumpkin pie and ice cream will has attended Pasadena J. C., the
be served as refreshments. Corn University of California, and is Stockton Junior College, an
nounced her engagement to Ro
cob pipes will be the favors. The now a Junior at Pacific.
bert McConnell on Dec. 27, at her
dance will be the revival of an
Van is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
home in Newman.
Archanian custom that dates back
William Sweet of Cameron, Tex
Eight couples attended the
to 1907 when the first barn dance
as. He is a graduate of Baylor
"White Christmas" party, where
was given by Archania to honor
University, and was in the Navy
the surprise engagement was an
the new pledge class.
for two years. He is now coach
nounced.
ing at Pacific.
Pictures of Shirley and Bob in
ing room idea, with large powder
Flowers were sent to Alpha a flower were placecards at the
puffs of spun glass, mirrors, and
Theta Tau on New Years Day to formal dinner table, giving away
flowered skirts on various ta
announce the wedding.
the news.
bles in the room. The mantle was
After dinner, the guests danced
arranged with boudoir lamps on
Transportation out to the dance and played games. Three of the
either end, and was centered with
perfume bottles. A long dressing was provided by trucks filled with guests were from Stockton, Bar
table skirt completed the illusion. hay; and the more than thirty bara Parlier, Beverly Underhill
Committees were headed by "hayseeds" who attended the in and Dean Hill.
Bob will attend College of Pa
Bobbie Nisson, and included Pat formal affair all testified to an
cific next semester. He went to
Small, decorations; Susan Mc- evening of fun.
Miss Marilyn Carson was in Modesto J. C. for one year before
Keever, refreshments; Dot Minentering the service.
rum, entertainment, and Dixie charge of the festivities.

MARRIED

White Christmas
Tells Betrothal

Medler, serving.
Bales' of hay, scarecrows, sage
brush, and ranch equipment set
the stage last Friday night, Janu
ary 4th, for the Tau Kappa Kappa
barn dance, which was held in
Linden.

Open Evenings
'til 10
The largest and best equipped
jewelry store in Stockton

PESCE 8C CO.
"Credit Jewelers"
124 E. Main
All repair work promptly done.
We have six mechanics, watch
makers, jewelers, and diamond
setters.

We pay cash for •
old gold

'Stockton's Finer Store"

v.-'

V' !

Pi

M-

J!!'
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SPORTS
MIRROR

Tigers Lose to North Texas In
Optimist Bowl 14-13 In Last of Ti|t

FINS
vmjm

By DAVID GERBER

By JOHNNY TUCKER

Poor Bruins! Mr. Bruin took
an unexpected beating from the
hands, knees, elbows, shoulders
and heads of the Indian invaders
in the Rose Bowl. Expecting to
end in roses the Uclans came out
on the dirty end of a push-pull
restroom towel. Although UCLA
played only one more game than
the visiting Iilini, the Bears'
cousin gained 1,038 yards more
than U. of I.

VEL - VEL — VEL
Felix Jager, sports editor of
Look Magazine writes predicting
a cleanup in 1947 college football.
He states that a star Hlinois
quarterback was qualified as a
sophomore upon completion of
summer courses in Physical Ed.
3 (Theory of Coaching), Physical
Ed. 8 (Baseball), Physical Ed. 78
(Advanced Football) and Physi
cal Ed. 72 (Camp Leadership)
....Even the Pacific Coast Confer
ence is honored with a choice
garbage can in the grid alley.
LOOK AT TENNIS
Ed Moylen, Pacific Varsity
hopeful, won the Sugar Bowl
Tournament over the holidays. I
understand Ed is ranked eighth
in the nation. Add to this the fact
that in a recent Alameda Tourna
ment Ed lost to Art Larsen, also
a Varsity man, and things look
like they were strung just right
for Pacific and a little loose for
the opposition making score re
turns pleasant to student ears.
Larsen and Druliner intend to
work out regularly from now on.
Pfister and Collins, now play
ing Varsity Basketball are work
ing out on Sundays. Pfister is coholder.. of., the ..Port.. Stockton
Tournament trophy. He holds the
award along with Beale, a former
COP Tennis Letterman.
BRIEFS
The Cal Aggies beat Cal Poly
by one point and we beat the
Aggies by the same. It worked
out the same way too, with a free
throw in the final seconds, de
ciding the encounter. Poly will
probably give us some opposition.

Congratulations and lots of
luck to Van Sweet, J. C. Hoop
Mentor, and wife, Kay.
How about some letters from
you disgruntled sports fans. May
be I can help your cause by print
ing your letter.

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 1-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

College Cleaners
We give Quality
Plus Service
FOUR-DAY SERVICE
2314 Pacific Ave.
PHONE 2-7774

Victory in the first annual Optermist Bowl game at Hou^
Texas, slipped away from Amos Alonzo Stagg's COP Tigers in
last nine seconds of play, when sensational Billy Dinkle connect
1 1
- •„ „
imr/l f-kOOO onH tVlPTl pamlu
_,
for a touchdown
via a nine-yard
pass and then camly booted
n,
extra point to give North Texas State a "Merriwell" win.
Coach Stagg guiding his b,
«-»*•»-< fni* F'nllorro nf T"»_ >.. ^
, team
for College of Pacific 7
I fore joining his son to c°ntiin
his coaching career at Susquew
U; had a sad day watching 2
Tigers outrush and outpass %
Texans only to succumb to th
Tomorrow night the Stockton Texas "chips down" team.
Junior College Cubs travel to
In the scoreless first the stagi
Hollister to match buckets with men domineered the play, ^
San Benito Junior College for were cut short on the Texas g
the second encounter of the two yard line by a penalty, the fi
nt
squads. Last week Stockton over
of many. In the second quartet
whelmed Hollister, 75-34.
a long pass was intercepted A
COACH HAPPY
Ned McNeal who scampered f
Hollister is coached by Don yards t0 the promised land
"Pappy" Edwards, former Pa-1 Dinkle converted.
...j The. Tig
_. eK
cific basketball star. "Pappy" will roared back in the third with
be seeking revenge on his home Rruce Orvis pitching to Big John
court for the beating his Jucos Rhode from the Texas ten. Ec
took at the hands of Stockton.
Waits knotted the score.
Todate San Benito has been de
The thrill-packed fourth say
feated by Salinas twice besides Pacific break the tie with Klein
their loss to Stockton. Hollister laterdlling to Hurrying Bob
will pile her hopes on diminitive Heck. Bob promptly took off in
Bob Infelice, leading Hollister a jet and went 22 yards into pay
scoring. The Cubs held Infelice to dirt.
8 points in the first game.
Bud Waits try for extra point
Next Wednesday night, Janu was blocked and there was the
ary 15, the Cubs stay home, to break. Several minutes later tie
meet Placer Junior College for Texans worked the ball to the
their first conference game.
COP's nine yard line; with nine
PLACER POWER
seconds left to go Dinkle flipped
Very little is known of Placer to reserve and Louis Rienzi tying
although they are rated better the count and on the next play
than San Benito J. C. which Damaging Dinkle cooly kicked
should give Stockton a little the extra point that help turned
something to worry about.
what seemed like a defeat into a
According to information re dazzling Bowl victory.
ceived Placer is a fast squad with
Pacific had 230 yards rushing
average height.
to North Texas 56 and registered
The lack of superior height may 44 yards passing to Texas $•
mean the difference between vic But—they still pay off on final
tory and defeat for Placer as the score. Tiger standouts were Bud
Stockton Cubs floor a starting Klien, Bruce Orvis and Ernie
five with a 6 feet 2% inch average Bobson who ran up Pacific's
per man.
yardage. Art Brown, Dick Briar,
STARTING FIVE
and "Tiny Campora" played wfl
Coach Van Sweet will probably in the line.
start Buster Clements and Leon
If there were no dust theh
ard Detrick at forwards, Phil
"Stork" Morgan at center, and could be no fog, which is min «
Jack Dhyre and Howard Rehnert, drops of water clinging to
at guards.
particles.

Hollister Next
. C. Cubs

:*>. W.
•

Ralph Wright and Fred Taioli, former Pacific swim stars, are now
training in Australia for a coming meet. Read story below.

Taioli and Wright,
Former Pacific Swim
Stars, to Australia
Two former College of the Pa
cific swimming stars came in for
their share of publicity in the
Hawaiian Islands during the
Christmas holidays when Fred
Taioli and Ralph Wright met in
Honolulu to begin their journey
to Australia to compete as a twoman American team in the Au
stralian Swimming Association's
meet.
At the present time Tailoi is
swimming under the colors of
the San Francisco Olympic Club
and Wright is swimming for the
Hawaii Swimming Club, of which
he is president, while atending
the University of Hawaii.
This will be the third competi
tive trip for the two former Pacificites together. They hitch
hiked to the National AAU meet
in St. Louis in 1941 and represent
ed the College of the Pacific at
the Intercollegiate meet in 1943.
On the "Down Under" trip
Taioli will compete in the 800 and
1500 meters and 400 meters free
style. Wright will swim the med
ley and freestyle sprints and the
breaststroke events. He is the
territorial breaststroke champion.
The two swimmers left Honolu
lu by Clipper plane on January
5 and are in Australia now train
ing for their two-man tour, which
is being sponsored by the Ama
teur Athletic Union.
'
A—Who was secretary of war
during World War I.
A—Newton Baker.

Phonograph
Records
OTTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553

Open Friday Evening
7 — 9 p. m.

Cubs Win 75-34!
New Record Set!
The old adage, "records are
made to be broken" was demon
strated in the Pacific Gym last
Saturday night, as the Jaysee
Cubs romped to an easy 75-34 vic
tory over a weak, but willing Hol
lister quintet. Len Detrick, 6 feet
3 inches forward proved the dif
ference as he swished in 31
points for the Jaysee cause, thus
establishing a new. Pacific gym
scoring record, eclipsing the pre
vious record set by Pacific cen
ter Jack Toomay earlier in the
season.
Never once was the contest in
doubt as Coach Van Sweet's eagers employed a fast break and
excellent ball handling to run
rough shod over the Hollister ag
gregation. Score at half time was
30-16 in favor of Stockton and
with Detrick pouring through 14
field goals and three free throws
the Cubs were never headed.
Next Jaysee game is the confer
ence opener here with Placer on
January 15th.
STOCKTON
Clements
Marcos
Detrick
Pierce
Morgan
Monnich
Rehnert
Reghitto
Stennick
Dhyre
Leighton
Monroe
Baxter

fg ft p
5 2 1ft
0 0 0
14 3 31
1 1 3
1 0 2
1 ft 2
3 ft 6
0 3 3
1 2 4
2 ft 4
3 2 8
0 0 ft
1 0 2

HOLLISTER
Graham
Infliee
McClure
Corotto
Bourdett
Bengard
Klauman
Obata
Bidigary
Gulli
Gomez
Grey

TOTALS

31 13 75

TOTALS

f g ft

0 1
4 0
ft 1
1 0
3 1
0 ft
ft 0
1 2
3 2
1 1

ft ft

0

13

0

Wa/ul 7if£eSib
SPORT SHOP

P

1
8
1
2
7

ft
ft

129 E. WEBER AVE.

Hotel Stockton Bldg.

_____ ^ 2297
TEL.

4
8
3
0
0

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

8 34

Six Schools Meet
In WAA Basketball
Tourney at C.O.P.
Six women's basketball teams
will be represented on Saturday
in the COP gym when Chico
State, Modesto J. C., Nevada
State, Fresno J. C., Sacramento
State and O. O. P. girls meet for
the first basketball playday to be
sponsored by the WAA" of this*
campus since the war.

STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS
FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

GIRLS' SPORTS
W. A. A.
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DON'T SHOVE

By BERTHA CHADWICK
Results of the WAA basketball
roundrobin tournament are as
follows:
Wednesday, December 18, 1946
Scotties with 22 bowed to Tau
Kappa's 30. Alpha Thete trounced
East Hall with 32 to their 14.
South Hall won by default when
Epsilon failed to produce a team.
Friday, January 3, 1947, Altho
Alpha Thete lead at the half be
fore the unbeaten Tau Kappas
by a score of 18 to 14 when they
were forced to forfeit the game
because of a default resulting
from lack of representation.
On January 15th the champion
ship game will be played off be
tween Tau Kappa and South Hall
who now are tied for first place.
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AZTECS NEXT
FOR TIGERS
Lack of Weight has Also Bothered
San Diego! Tigers Set for Battle

Opening their first season in the fast, classy competition of
the California Collegiate Athletic Association, College of Pacific's
basketball Tigers play host tomorrow night to the Aztecs of San
Diego State. Hostitlities will begin in the local gym at 8:30 p. m.
The Pacific Blacks will play a preliminary game at 7:15 p. m.
GREAT RECORD
•
The invading Southerns will
DEADEYE
bring a veteran team to Stockfon
who boast an excellent record so
far this season. They have
trounced on Lovola twice and on
Chico State twice more.
Highest Aztec scorer is Guard
John Swezey, a veteran of two
pre-war campaigns. His aggres
sive rebounding and guardaround scoring overshadows the
clever work of Kenny Hale and
| Charlie Smith at forwards.
SMALL SQUAD
Lack of height has not yet been
San Jose State's basketball
a point of disadvantage to the
team won the championship of
San Diegans who are definitely
the third annual San Jose Invita
on the short side, but have not
tional Basketball Clinic on Janu
yet encountered a team tall
ary 2, 3, and 4 in San Jose.
J enough in all positions to give
The Spartans set a new team
them trouble.
scoring record with a total of 183
TIRED TIGERS
points in the six 20 minute
Chris Kjeldsen's protege, in
Taulbec, 6 feet 5 inch center for the Bittners trys to ston 6 feet
games. The old record was 155 Slate
6 inch Jack Toomay from scoring while Ed Cert holds on the spite of the fact that they are
points which was set by San Fran
50 45' ThC half tlnle score shows the Tigers leading still
recuperating from four
29°to 26*1
cisco State in 1938. San Francisco
games in five days last week,
State was second this year with
will be tough to conquer on their
152 digits in the same number of out the Tigers one game each.
home court. Some visiting
games.
TOP BENGALS
coaches have estimated the fan
Hank Pfister led Pacific indi
TOP SCORER
Hank Moroski, Cal Poly Guard,
shaped backboards plus the psy
Individual scoring honors went vidual scorers with 38 points.
chological edge of a home crowd leads the Mustangs in scoring
to John Burton, San Francisco Pfister was trailed by Buddy
are worth seven points to the with 36 points in three games.
Tigers.
State forward, who dropped thru Proulx with 26 and Jack Toomay
56 points' in the six encounters with 21. For team totals the
Art Acker, venerable and cun
Tomorrow night's game opens
to break that record. The old Tigers ran up 129 points as com
ning coach of the Chico State 1 the league season for the Tigers,
record was 50 points set by Tom pared to 134 for their opponents.
Wildcats, had this to say about is the first of ten conference
Collingwood also of S. F. State OTHER AWARDS
the Aztec team after they had games which involve home-andback in 1938. Burton's total was
I conquered his team twice in as ' home tilts with each member of
San Jose State was also de
boosted by pouring through 16 in clared the best defensive team
many nights: "They were lucky
Probable starting line-ups:
the last game against Cal Poly.
to beat us. They have only one Pacific
holding their opponents to 101
Pog
Aztecs
TIGERS' RECORD
very tall man; they do have Proulx
points. Santa Barbara ran second SCORING BENGALS
F
Hale
Tiger scoring was distributed shorter men who use every inch Pfister
Pacific's casaba quintet failed holding their opponents to 117.
F
Smith
to win any honors, but brought
Norm Keller, San Francisco between five men. No single man of their height. They beat us on Toomay
C
Steele
out many grey hairs in all of State Guard, was given the award held Bengal scoring honors. Lou hustle and good foul shooting Franz
G
Sweezey
the Tigers' opponents. The Ben as the best defensive man. Hank Franz and Grant Dunlap were and they were awfully lucky." Hardin
G
Gumina
gals' record stood at two wins, Moroski, Cal Poly guard, was de tied for high score with 10 digits
one tie, and three losses at the clared the "best sportsman." Hal each. Hank Pfister followed with
" F E L L A S"
Tournament's end. Pacific tram Sontag, San Jose guard, won the 9 points. Jack Toomay and Bob
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE
Klinger
tallied
6
each.
pled over Santa Barbara State free throw championship.
GAELS TALLY
COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
and Fresno State, but only tied VARSITY PAST ST MARY'S
Leading St. Mary's scorer was
Frank Kudelka poured through
Cal Poly. San Francisco State,
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Chico State, and San Jose nosed three quick buckets for S{. Mary's Frank Kudelka with 14 points.
Phone 2-6550
to give the Gaels a 54-46 overtime Closely following Kudelka was
j
rf-» _ • r• _ m•
T lr-inrfotrvn t.n41.
1O
/~vX1
j. .
with 13.
Other
top
victory over i.i
the Pacific
Tigers Livingston
•"••••••BBaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaBar
Gael talliators were Sperry and
last Tuesday night at Moraga.
GROCERIES
Rial with 10 each.
BENGALS
TIE
IT
POULTRY
Bob Klinger knotted the count
VEGETABLES
at 42-42 with a fast bucket two
Carquinez Strait bridge is
FRUITS
seconds before final gun. Grant four-fifths of a mile long and 314
MEATS
Dunlap rescued a loose ball and feet above the Strait.
flipped to Klinger in the hole.
•
The Gaels went on to win in the
Plumbing With A Smile
overtime period, however.

Overtime Loss
To St. Marys!
Clinic Over

MILLER-HAYS CO.

Gaia-Delucchi Co.

r

American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY
(Except Sat.)

The "Uncle Sam" was the first
steam boat to enter the Colorado
River in 1852.

LETS MEET AT

£7/ict%Fountain Service
3216 PACIFIC AVENUE

Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Dial 2-0229

m

s

—•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
•
v,

COAL
LIME
WOOD
"TRICK
FUEL OIL
PLASTER
DIESEL OIL SAND
STOVE OIL
ROCK
CEMENT
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton
C

*•
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TRIO

Alma Trio to Present First in
Series of Concerts Tuesday 8:30
"On Tuesday, January 14th, the first in a series of concerts by
the world-famous Alma Trio is being presented in the College of
the Pacific Auditorium. Pacific will play host to this group, the
world's greatest instrumental ensemble, on three occasions—Janu
ary 14th, January 23rd, and January 28th. To music lovers this
event will be the high-liglft of this year's concert program, and
our good fortune in having these artists appear here can only be
appreciated by noting the tremendous reception they have received
in metropolitan centers throughout the country.
The formation of the Alma*
Trio is due in part to the co Irv Corren Band to
operation and encouragement of
Yehudi Menuhin. It was at his Sir Francis Drake
Alma estate in the Santa Cruz
Tomorrow night, January 11th,
mountains that the three artists
—Adolph Bailer, pianist, Roman C. O. P.'s favorite man with a
Totenberg, violinst, and Gabor band, Irv Corren and his orches
Rejto, cellist—met at the close of tra, featuring Don Ratto and Pat
their respective concert seasons Peters, will play in the fashion
and spent the summer in diligent able Empire Room of the Sir
practice for their individual pro Francis Drake Hotel in San Fran
cisco for the University of Santa
grams the following season.
Clara's
semi annual graduation
For recreation these friends
played chanber music together in dance.
Invitation was tendered to Irv
the evenings. Out of these in
formal sessions grew the Alma and the two singers, Don and Pat
Trio. They were persuaded to after a recent appearance at a
give a concert of trios and so Stanford—Santa Clara football
natas in Los Gatos that summer, rally.
and thus began a long series of
Since 1942 when Irv's orchestra
performances unsurpassed in art first played for C. O. P.'s dances,
istry and musicianship.
the group has been popular in
Adolph Bailer, the Polish-Amer Stockton as well as on the camp
ican pianist, was renowned on us. Pat and Don joined the band
the continent before coming to that year—which was soon to
America. His persecution at the break up when the boys left for
hands of the Nazis resulted in the service.
the mutiliation of one of his
While Pat went on by singing
hands. Through perseverance and with Ziggy Elman's Army Band
sheer courage he overcame this at Stockton Air Base, Irv contin
disability and became famous in ued his musical education under
the United States as the accompa the Army plan in U. of Shrivinnist of Yehudi Menuhin.
ham in England and Don Ratto
Roman Totengerg, the violin worked with an Army Hospital
ist, has appeared in major music band in Galveston, Texas.
centers all over America and the
Retuning to Stockton, Irv picked
continent. He is especially noted up where he left off, on the top
for his performance of the six of C. O. P.'s popularity list. Re
Brandenburg Concertos by Bach. cently augmenting the dance band
Gabor Rejto, the brilliant Hun jobs with a Tuesday Night radio
garian cellist, was born in Buda show. The combination will start
pest and graduated with honors 1947 with their San Francisco en
from the Royal Academy in this gagement.
city. He continued his studies
with the most famous cellist of
all time, Pablo Casals, in Spain. Borden Ice Cream Co.
The first concert will include
the following numbers: The Awards Scholarships
"Trio in B flat major," Op. 11, by
Beethoven, "Sonata in D minor,"
The College of the Pacific has
by Brahms, "Sonata for Cello and been awarded two scholarships
Piano," by Debussy, and "Trio in by the Borden Ice Cream Com
E fit major," Op. 100, by Schu pany to be awarded each year to
bert.
students in junior and senior
Student tickets are $1.22, regu years who have been recommend
lar admission, $1.82, and for the ed by the Department of Home
series $4.26. A saving of $1.20 is Economics.
made by purchasing the ticket
Mr. Vern Brye, local manager
for the series.
of the company has carried on
correspondence which resulted in
A. W. S.
setting up the scholarship. Schol
A. W. S. activities are being arships will come through the
specifically devoted to February's Stockton Branch of the company.
new enrollees. Plans for the an Two scholarships, which will cov
nual Big-Little Sister Party are er tuition and fees, will be open
under way, and the Frosh Hand for the February semester. Start
book plus, welcoming advice are ing September 1947, ihey will be
being distributed to prospective issued on a yearly basis.
coeds.
Students interested in these
A Revision of the Constitution scholarships should contact the
is being made under the direction head of the Home Economics De
partment for more information.
of Joyce Preston.

Rogers Jewelry Co.
\

Quality Jewelers
*'

•

Phone 5-5510
Main and Sutter Sts.

i

Students now registered in th,
College of the Pacific have bet„
given the privilege of pre-regh.
tering, allowing the students somt
extra vacation between sem^.
ters. They will not have to i>
turn to school until February lj
when classes start.
At noon Tuesday, January ;
480 students had pre-registered
Books given out on January 6th
and 7th only are to be returned
by January 16th or 17th. The in.
lervening time is to be spent in
confering with major professor*
and to ahve .study lists approved.
PIC TICKETS

The Alma Trio—Adolph Bailer, piano; Roman Totenberg vionn;
and Gabor Rejto, violin- cello—which is appearing at Pacific next
Tuesday.

TALE OF BLOOD,
DEATH AND LOVE
TONIGHT AT 8:00
Third Studio Theatre produc
tion of the season, Thomas Kydd's
"The Spanish Tragedy", directed
by Bill Payne, will go on for the
second time tonight and again
tomorrow night in the Downstairs
Theatre in the Conservatory at
8 o'clock.
Cast in leading roles are Jeannie Cartmel, Robert Nichols, and
Ken Leedom, with John Cretan
and Charles Hoist in top support
ing parts.
"The Spanish Tragedy", second
in the cycle of the development
of the English drama being pro
duced and directed by Little The
atre players, is a tale of love and
death and bloody revenge. It con
cerns the efforts of a Spanish
lady to avenge the death of her
lover at the hands of another
man.
Assistant director for the show
is Winnie Merriam; stage mana
ger, Doris . Blum; electricians,
Margaret Kuns and Nancy Ni
chols; and wardrobe, Shirley
Reid.
In addition to the above men
tioned performers, the cast in
cludes Rick Woodruff, Bob Gar
cia, Les Abbott, Mary Ann Vukich, Dorothy Nichols, Don Brower, Bill-John Parker, Curt Ennen,
Gloria Pleitner, Ray Golden, Don
Gross, Ramona Cox, and Avonne
Jacobs.

The five-man Atomic Energy
Commission include Methodist
College graduates, David E. Lilienthal, graduate of DePauw
University (Greencastle, Ind) in
the class of 1920, and who is
chairman of the board, and Wil
liam W. Waymack, a graduate
of Morningside College (Sioux
City, la.) in the class of 1911.

Seniors graduating from Col
lege of the Pacific and sopho
mores graduating from Stock
ton Junior College are request
ed to purchase tickets from
the Bond Booth on either Jan
uary 15, 16, or 17 and have
their pictures ^aken at Austin's
Studio in Stockton before Jan
uary 31.
Pictures must be taken be
fore the end of the month or
they will not appear with the
graduate pictures.

LATEST DISC-HITS
i

RECORDS
~

I RADIOS and PHONOGRAPHS
1
| Let us supply you with all
• your musical needs.

1 JOHNNY CALVIN

L

2016 Pacific Avenue

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S
MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

COP STUDENTS
PRE-REGISTER
I

DIAL 8-8628

Away with Sloppy Sal
and Brisk Betty fash
ions! The new glamour
girl is Suave Sue... fem
inine and fetching • • •
dressed in Penney's soft«
shapely casuals. Rayon
gabardines and <jr6pes u»
wonderfully individual
styles ... so well dotie»
the price is a wonder!
Sizes 12-20 and 9-15.
(Styles similar
to illustration)
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Gravy Crew Sign up in Excess
.y0 you like to eat? You enjoy i
•ood substantial meals with a ro-

WHATARE YOU

Have you signed up yet ft* the
OS1 1 Liyvj,
annual Death Valley Tour?
"Say it with flowers" Yes! but
According to Professor Jonte, do you know what you're saying?
Here are some modern meanings
the sign up for the trip is pro•eding at aa good rate,
rate. Applica- from the century-old language of
flowers as published by the so
lions for the Gravy Crew have
exceeded
all expectations with ciety of American Florists.
Gardenias and orchids, they tell
more applications than can be
us, say simply, "To a lovely lady,"
used being submitted.
and "Daisies won't tell," but . . .
Roses say:
Red—I love you.
White— You're heavenly.
Tea Rose—I'll remember al
ways.
Pink- -Please believe me.
Yellow—Try to. care.
Carnation
Red—I'm carrying the torch for
you.
Striped—Wish I could he with
you.
White—Sweet and lovely.
Pink—I'll never forget you.
Yellow—You have disappointed
me.
Camellia
Pink—Longing for you.
Red—You're a flame in my
heart.
Violet
Blue—I'll be true, always.
White—Let's take a chance on
happiness.
Gladiolus
Any color—Give me a break,
I'm really sincere.
Sweet Peas
Any color—Thank you for a
lovely time.
Chrysanthemums
You're a wonderful friend.
Lily
White—It's heavenly to be with
PROFESSOR JONTE
you.
PAST MENUS
Iris
Just to whet your appetite we
You're friendship means so
are quoting the following from
much to me.
the story that appeared in the Pa Tulip
cific Weekly for March 15, 1940Red—I love you, believe me.
Yellow—There's sunshine in
MEALS FIRST CLASS
your
smile.
Ninety years ago about one
Variagated — Your eyes haunt
hundred emigrants barely es
me day and night.
caped starvation in Death Valley.
Now through the very same reg Daffodil
The sun always shines when
ion more than 150 people are
I'm with you.
traveling and are eating first
class meals. Think of it I Soup, Hyacinth
Purple—Please forgive me.
fruit salad, roast ham, and spin
ach will be on the menu when
the group is at Stove Pipe Wells,
the same place where nearly a
century ago people were starv
Pi Kappa Epsilon held their
ing. Members of the expedition
can sip iced tea where emigrants first meeting of the new year
were tortured with burning thirst. last Monday evening at the home
Steak, turkey, fresh asparagus, of Miss Marie Allen.
and green peas also are on the
Final arrangements were made
menu, and if certain people are
for a bowling party on January
not aroused by romantic moonlit iOth at the El Dorado Bowl.
lights on the sand dunes, they
As this organization has grown,
«urely ought to be by the famous the need for a few changes in the
'ood on the trip.
constitution has recently come to
the attention of the group. Some
CHEF'S RECIPE
Death Valley pancakes have suggested changes and additions
been famous for seven years. Us- were discussed and it was decid
'ng his own original formula, ed that action should be taken on
chemistry Professor Jonte gets them at the next meeting.
Candidates for the Spring sem
Wonderful success. Then, too, at
breakfast there are always the ester officers were discussed and
Gambled eggs, cereal and fruit. further nominations and approv
Death Valley nose bag lunches als will be taken care of next
are well known for their copious time.
Then the meeting was turned
quantities of food, from sand
over
to Miss Beulah Watson,
wiches to cookies, candy, and
guest for the evening. She ex
Peanuts.
About five tons of food are con plained, briefly, what Religious
sumed by the expedition. It re Empasis Week was, and then the
quires two trucks to transport it members of the group discussed
nnd a group of ten boys, the Gra- informally what religion meant to
them, and what they wanted from
Crew, to prepare it."
this program. There was a unanBIG job
The Gravy Crew job is a big amous agreement to give full sup
°ne. The boys on this crew are port, both as a group and indi
"to ones that do all of the hard vidually to Religious Emphasis
Week.
o« the trip.

Gravy Crew Boss

A ministerial student who will
have completed his undergrad
uate work in an approved college
before the beginning of the fall
semester, who can furnish satis
factory recommendations con
cerning his character and per
sonality, who has satisfactory
scholastic record in college, and
who is in good health and able
to do the summer work referred
KWG (1230 kcs)
to above is eligible for a scholar
Sun., 8:30 a. m.—Chimes.
ship.
Mon., 6:30 p. m.—Radio Stage.
Of the amount awarded as a
Tues., 7:30 p. m.—Sports
scholarship, $300 will be applied
Thurs., 6:30 p. m.—Prevues
Thurs., 8:30 p. m.—Symposium to tuition charges for the year
and $90 to medical, athletic, li
Sat., 11:00 p. m.—Mystery
brary and other fees. This leaves
KCVR (1570 kcs)
$310 for living and other personal
Sun., 10:15 a. m.—Bookshelf
expenses.
KTRB (860 kcs)
This scholarship plan has the
Sun., 10:00 a. m.—Bookshelf
Wed., 8:15 p. m.—Pacific speaks advantage of enabling the stu
dent to finance himself through
KAEO (660 kcs)
Daily—7:15 to 8:45 a. m.—7:00 the Divinity School by his own
work; to try out his interest and
10:00 p. m.
success in religious work; to se
cure invaluable practical exper
ience in the work of the ministry;
and while doing these things for
for himself, to make a valuable
The-Divinity School of Duke
contribution to the church or
University announces a number
churches to which he will be as
of $700 scholarships for a lim
signed during these periods of
ited number of selected min
i s t e r i a l s t u d e n t s . T h e s e a r e summer work.
These scholarships are renew
work scholarships in return
for which the student spends able for three years. The ten
ten weeks during the summer as weeks work may take place in the
sisting an experienced minister summer previous to or subse
in charge of a local church. Liv quent to the academic year of
ing expenses during the summer stud. For further in formation
will be provided in addition to write to The Divinity School,
Duke University, Durham, N. C.
the scholarship.

Duke U. Offers New
Ministerial Help

Newman Club to Give
Communion Breakfast
The Newman Club is announc
ing its fall communion breakfast
on January 19, 1947 at 10:45 a. m.
at the Hotel Clark. Breakfast will
be preceeded by Holy Commun
ion in a body at 9:30 mass at St.
Mary's Church which is located
at 203 E. Washington Street. There
will be a guest speaker and the
cost of the breakfast will be $1.35.
Those who are going should con
tact Amos Gardner at Archania
Fraternity.

Joy Ruf to Present
Organ Recital, Sun.
On Sunday, January 12th, the
fourth in the series of organ re
citals will be presented in the
Chapel. Joy Ruf will be the or
ganist, with Marilyn Burger cell
ist also appearing on the pro
gram.
The program consists of the
following numbers: "Jerusalem,
the Golden," by Spark, "In Para
dise," by Dubois, "A Sea Sketch,"
by Warner, "Fountain Reverie"
by Fletcher, "Fanfare in D," by
Lemmens. The cello , numbers are
"Toccata in D minor," by Nevin,
and "Kol Nidrei," by Max Bruch.
The recital begins at 4:30 in
the afternoon.
It is estimated that the baking
industry in 1945 had annual sales

Pi Kappa Epsilon to
Begin New Season

12.95

Smooth little junior gem for now and travel . . . . or fun-in-the-sun later on
.Of wonderful Bates Sun-Country Poplin . . . in Brown or Black. Junior sizes 9-15.
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Doris Hartley Named
'47 Asilomar Head

Vet's News

Doris Hartley, College of the
Pacific junior, has recently been
named co-chairman of the 1947
Asilomar Student Conference,
Monday night ex-committee held at Pacific Grove each year
meetings are filled with many in following the yuletide season.
teresting items but last Monday,
January 6, won first prize.
Aubrey Brown, head yell lead
er for the P. S. A., resigned. Stan
Johnson moves into his place.
The committee agreed to the
purchase of fifty new robes for
the ACappella choir.
A special committee headed by
chairman Helen Graham was ap
pointed to study the relationship
between S. J. C. and C. 0. P. stud
ents in an effort to further op
portunities for leadership for
S. J. C. students.
The other members of the com
mittee are: Les Abbott, Joe Hodson, A1 Teicheira, and Bill Elli
son.
Dorothy Gellatt and Paul Berger, C. O. P.'s representatives to
the Student Conference in Chi
cago, reported on their trip. Says
Mr. Berger, "it was a highly suc
cessful conference and we were
surprisingly pleased with the re Doris Hartly, who was recently
sults."
named co-chairman for the 1947
June Ann Hoffman, Editor of
the Naranjado, presented con Asilomar Conference.

Of immediate interest to vets
on campus is the news from the
Veterans Administration in re
gard to field trips. Veterans who
must take field trips as part of
their courses under the G. I. Bill
may have their transportation
paid by Veterans Administration
... if the cost is included in the
regular tuition or fees charged
for all students in the course. If
the cost of transportation is
charged as a separate fee, or if
the trip is not required of all stu
dents in the course, VA can't pay
the bill.
DISABLED VETS
It was also announced that any
school which must provide ad
ditional facilities to train disabled
veterans may ask VA to pay
more than their' usual tuition
charges for these veterans. New
regulations providing for ad-

Ex-Com.
At Work

tracts for the annual, three of
which were accepted. The three
included the photographers con
tract awarded to Pardis-Windmiller, the photo-engraving to the
Stockton Photo Engraving Com
pany and the contract for the
coves with a San Antonio, Texas
firm.

"Mr. Pim Passes By"
To Be Presented
(Continued from page 1)

Asilomar is the annual YMCAYWCA student conference for the
colleges of the Pacific Southwest.
Three hundred and fifty students
attend.
Doris's particular job will be
working with some 50 representa
tive students on a steering com
mittee. Work will begin next
month.
Chairman of Asilomar is one of
the highest honors in this type of
work. Doris will be remembered
as the chairman for the Pacific
Peace Parliment of 1945, which
met during the United Nations
Conference in San Francisco.
Doris is an international rela
tions major from Quincy, Cali
fornia.

New Talent Called
By Poetry Club

Marilyn Dow, who will play one
of the prominent leads in the
forthcoming "Mr. Pim Passes
By."
by Director DeMarcus Brown
an utterly charming play."
As announced by PLT business
manager, Art Farey, tickets for
the play will go no sale at the
Theatre Box Office in the Con
servatory today.

Pi Kappa Delta
Speech Contest
i Continued from page 1)
to the record file of the Speech
Department to be used as exam
ples in future Pacific speech
classes.
Though this is the first con
test of its type at Pacific it is
planned to be made a traditional
annual event. All students are in
vited to attend.

Calling all poets! The Stockton
Poetry club met at the home of
Mrs. Leonard L. O'Bryon, Wednes
day evening to discuss their pro
gram for the new year. Dr. Allen
E. Woodall of the English and
Journalism department of the
two colleges spoke briefly on the
personal experience in writing
poetry, and offered writing exer
cises to develop perception in
sensitive writing.
Poetry, according to Dr. Woodall, is as much a way of looking
at things as a technique.
The club hopes to work toward
a collection of local poetry deal
ing with the California theme.
All poets in and around Stickton
are invited to cooperate.

COP Campus Radio
(Continued from page 1)

the Campus Studio and aired both
locally and in Lodi and Modesto.
"Pacific Speaks" a program
aired Wednesdays over KTRB
Modesto has been featuring Presi
dent Burn's tales of the Mother
Lode. Norman Narin and Howard
Lenz are arranging this show on
behalf of the Alumni Association.
Monday is Radio Stage day.
John Crabbe produces and directs
these half-hour dramas which are
quite often better than net-work
releases. KWG has sole release on
this package.

justments in tuition payments for
disabled veterans enrolled under
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
apply ONLY to non-profit, taxsupported institutions. VA has
provded for the adjustment be
cause it recognizes that many
schools do not have flexible in
come from taxes, endowments
and other sources to cover ad
ditional expenses incurred dur
ing the present rush of thous
ands of veterans to college.
FORMER V-12's
From the registrar's office comes
the news that of the veterans en
rolled in the College of Pacific
for this semester, 22 per cent are
former V-12 trainees (both Ma
rine and Navy). 12% per cent of
all former-.V-12 trainees are en
rolled in COP at the present time.
LIFE INSURANCE
Veterans who have not desig
nated beneficiaries of their Na
tional Service Life Insurance are
being urged to do so by the Veter
ans Administration.VA points out

that the new insurance i
passed by Congress last Au
eliminated the provision foreUst
automatic order of success;311
when beneficiaries be named 011
that all beneficiaries be kept^
to date. The question has be^
askecf, "Can my beneficial
change the plan of payment i
chose for my GI insurance?"
and the answer is ... a benefit
iary may choose to receive pav
ments over a longer period of
time than originally designated b
the insured, but not for a shorten
period of time. For example i;
you designated that your insun
ance be paid in 36 monthly in.
stallments, your beneficiary can
have it spread over 5, 10, or 20
years, but not over a period of
time less than the 36 months you
stipulated.
Q—What is the lowest tempera
ture ever recorded in New York
City?
A—Fourteen degrees below
zero, on February 25, 1930.

Pacific
from the pages of

"SEVENTEEN"

brings you your first Spring
dress—the striking brush print scroll
in Mallinson's rayon crepe.
Dorris Varnum has
styled it with simple lines
that heighten the
dramatic effect of its
sharp black on clear
pastels—aqua, pink,
dead white. Sizes 9 to 15.

